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Mold assembly - components - making process.
;

A/B/C/D:

Main mold parts.

A:

Insert; making brood and honey chamber. Materials: Iron sheet, wood or
combinations. Size 10" (L) X 8 1/2" (W) X 10 1/2" (Deep).

B:

Inserts, for making inspection-and cleaning channel It.

C:

Insert, to make bee entrance u.

D:

Outer form; 14"(L) x 14"(W) x 12"(Deep). This form can be made in 1-2
or 4 parts. Material: Wood or iron sheet. Extraction: By dismantling,
or slide-off.

e to n - Details of mold:
e:

6" nails for alignment of insert. C

f:

Alignment holes f o. rods j.

g:

Opening for passage of rods j_.

(thru holes h/i/n)

h-i-n: Alignment holes for nails e. Make all holes oversize for easy
passage.
j:

Rods, 1/2" X 16", 2 pieces, for alignment of inserts B (through 1-f-g)

k:

Holes - at two corners, for mold assembly with 3/8" X 3/4" bolts.

1:

Alignment holes, 14 mm dia.

m:

Indicator holes, 14 mm, 10" C-C distance.

n:

Alignment holes, (for component c).

0/P/Q/X/Y - Major 5 components of mud-block bee hive:
O:

Roof slab (mud - bamboo mat - ceraent-eard board,- news paper, etc.)

P:

Frame of wood or bamboo; making upper part of honey chamber.
Dimensions, inside: 10 1/8" (258 mm) long to accept 10" Honey-fram
top bars. Depth: 1 1/2" to give room for air vents and grooves for top
bars. Frame P can be handled as a unit, containing honey frames Y, and
during work in the brood chamber can be rested on the 2 bamboo pegs w.

Q:

The mono block mud-made bee hive; giving
combs, queen gate y and 2 plugs ss.

Y:

Honey frame (7 pieces)- with top bar (10"/254 mm X 29 mm X 6 mm) made
of wood or bamboo; and bamboo-loop made by hot-bending a prepared
bamboo strip 18" (457 mm) long. Depth of frame 100 mm (4")

X:

Brood frame (8 pieces)- with topbar as for honey frame, but only 22 mm
wide to allow bees enter honey chamber. Each frame will occupy a space
27 mm wide. Depth approx. 150 mm (6").

room for brood and honey

.Z:

-2v
Bamboo strip 18" (457 mm) long to make loops (side and cotton) for the
frames. Upper ends of the loops may be 26 mm wide to determin proper
spacing of the brood frames. Keep 8 mm bee - space around the frame.

r - w: Details of hive.
r:

Air vents, screened.

s:

Plug for channel t. Material: Bamboo - wood - mud.

f:

Cleaning and inspection channel. Also serve as hand grips.

u:

Bee entrance. Tapering from 1 1/2" x 4 1/4" front.

v:

Queen gate, made from bamboo or wood, with 3,8 mm slot for worker bees
to pass. Overall size: Approx. 1/2" X 1" X 4".

w:

Bamboo pegs, in holes as made thru the orifices m

Making the Mono-Block:
Find or make a mix of sand/clay that will harden without dryingcracks.
A stabilizer may be mixed in to give extra strength and moisture
resistance. 1-2 kg cement per hive, including roof slab works well.
Reinforcement is conveniently done with thin slivers (=10 G. wire) of
bamboo, or by working some fibres into the mix.
Water is used sparingly to achive hard, solid packing, and no sagging
when molds are re-trieved immediately following packing.
Add moisture where it is needed to obtain solid corners and smooth
surfaces.
Mold may be charged from either end.
Use a curved trowel to make cleaning channel straight and smooth,
(make trowel by curving a strip of 14 Gauge sheet iron or bamboo).
Make comb - frames from bamboo/wood or combinations.
Prepare bamboo strips for loops, and mark out 20 mm on each side of
intended corners. Thin this area to 1 - 2 mm, heat (over a flame) and
bend, cool off in water.
Brood chamber will hold 8 frames (26 mm top bar) and honey chamber 7
frames (29 - 30 mm wide top bar), which aproximates the natural nest
of A. cerana.
Stand: The bee hive may be placed on a verandah wall, bamboo poles or
a rammed mud fundation built with the form D.
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